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PREPARATORY TRAINEES'

WORKSHOP ON M3DERN TRAINING METED $S

AND TEACHING AIDS

(Ad hoc Working Group of Training Specialists)
Addis Ababa, 15-18*September 1969

SUMMARY'OP FBOCEEDIHSS

Agenda

Item (1)

Address

:

The purpose and task of the Working BroupThe Opening Address is reproduced as Annex II.

Item (2)(a)

Election: Mr, S, Nyaga (Kenya) was unanimously elected

Chairman and

Mr. T.R. Young (Uganda),Vice-Chairmaa

Mr, J.E.Kariuki (ECa Secretariat) was appointed
Rapporteur

Item (2)(>>)

The Agenda was adopted- (Reproduced as Annex I)

Item (3)(a)

The Need for the Training of Trainers:
The ECA Secretariat presented a verbal report on the

responses received from training institutions regarding
the

need for the

The

main points

(i)

training of
were

trainers*

:

15 English-speaking and 8 French-speaking
institutions had responded to

the

questionnaire

sent out.

(ii)

Numbers to be trained 1

The Institutes of Public

Administration and Staff Colleges in East Africa
had about <M national

trainers who needed courses

in training techniques,

A small proportion of

these needed the more advanced course for directors,
their deputies,

and people in personnel

establishments responsible for training

JmanyU-expatriates were now

,.;._:,.....

condactiflg frainiiig.'i'n the sub-region, they sooner
or later would be replaced by nationals who
would require training.

There were also a large

number of-trainers in other types of training

institutions and in government departments who
would welcome a training programme for trainers.

When one considered the numbers involved,
particularly if one took into account the regional
need, it did nd"t" appear that any one single
organization had resources enough to cope with the
..

(iii)
.'-.

demand for training.....

.

.

Very little systematic training had been done so

... ..£*r>.

Tanzania and Zambia were quoted as having

training programmes for their trainers.

(iv)

Programme support:

It appeared that this would be

•available, in the- form of recourse personnel,

from existing training institutions, universities;
. ...'..-._ ....-I m&. the private.sactox.

M

^atcilities:

'•■'-

i:;^:" '

Dormitory, classroom and seminar

facilities were generally available at reasonable
rates.

Audio-visual aids equipment was more

limited.

EGA had resources to run two 4-week courses a

year, if supported by contributions from the
host country and recourse personnel from the

: .-; ., .^,u.bTragioni/'ih1;firnat±onal organizations and donor
■ i-"- agencies.

(vii)

'•■* :

;

In deciding on the location of courses, factors
such as term/vacation times, distances to be
covered, costs in general, etc., would have to be
taken into account.

/
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;.

(viii) The problems of the Prenoh-speaking training
institutions were .different and it was suggested

i .......

that this was not the most suitable occasion to
.

raise

them,

The ECA Secretariat further outlined some of the main issues to be
considered.' ' These were :

- the multiplier factor in spending limited resouroeej
- sub-regional co-operation in developing training materials;
- utilisation of existing facilities;
- one-laaguage coursesj

- co-operation among international and bilateral organizations to,
effect economies}

- the existence of a local training need and a nucleus of training

facilities in establishing sub-regional centres;
- flexibility in formulating course programmes, and in structuring
the functional scope of sub-regional centres;

- the strategy of inter-related actions in phasing the project;
- the financing of the activities of the sub-regional oentres - UJT

limited resources, host government contributions, co-operating
agencies, etc.
- counterpart support through sponsoring trainers, and encouraging them
to continue research and experimentation on the job. .

Item

Discussion of Secretariat Report

A long discussion of the report followed in whieh, among
others, the following points emerged:
Categories to be traineds

The original pressing demand had been for trainers in the

field of Public Administration.-

It appeared as if other

deserving categories were now to be included in the

training programmes,"

It was felt that heterogeneity might

bring about a diffusion of issues and a generalisation of
the programmes and thus reduce their effectiveness.

Tanzania's experience? however, was that by suitable
groupings of candidates, and by using a variety of

presentation methods according to needj

heterogeneity might be overcome.

the problem of

The UNESCO representati\-:

suggested that by using some modern methods of training,

trainers of heterogenous disciplines could be taught to
train whatever disciplines they were skilled in.,

However-*,

there was a general agreement that, for a start,
- emphasis should be laid on training trainers of the

"eommon cadre" operating in central governments, public
corporations and'local authorities.

The question of priorities.in the context of.,

limited resources was raised, A number of participants
expressed the view that it would be better.to train a

core of training specialists whose.responsibility would
be to train other trainers in their countries and
institutions.^

■ .

This would enhance the multiplier factor.

After some discussion,

it was agreed-that, in view .of

the urgent need expressed by member countries for.

■

instructors to be trained as soon as^possible, and
considering that the ECA budget could not cover the
expenses involved in a prolonged course of the. type.,

required for training specialists, it would.be advisable
for ECA to start on the shorter courses for selected
instructors.

The best of these would be identified for

more advanced training- to prepare them for training others.

However, it was noted that CAFRAD was already planning a
three-month training course for trainers in Public

Administration. ; It wa& therefore .suggested that that
Centre, might undertake^the responsibility for the more
advanced training for. specialists.

Another possibility

came from, the tlSAIJ} representative who said that such
advanced training might be continued in the

United States.
a

programme*

:

USAID had-already thought of such
.
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.

A further suggestion was made by the UNESOO
representative,

Thi-s was ^hat UNSSOO

could provide an

itinerant group of highly specialized training experts
who would move from country to

country training

individuals who would then "be responsible for training

others.

This,

he felt, would involve little cost to

African countries.
should be

It was felt that this proposal

studied further.

Finally,

the question of the Seminar for Directors

of training institutes and heads of personnel
establishments was discussed.
the

were

type of people whose

It was felt that they
influence might lead to

:positive action and appropriate follow-up within their
governments.

It was agreed that

the

programme should be implementedj

suggested

if possible, earlier

than planned, as their involvement would influence
the progress of

Other

the proposed project.

categories

in need of

A representative from
apart from

the

training:

Tanzania pointed out

categories mentioned above,

that

there were

other persons who might need training in instructional
techniques,

such as prospective

trainers recently

recruited into,: training - before "^hey start performing
their duties as

ministries who

trainers -

were

officers

in charge of

programmes,

and officers who

to

in institutions -

trainees

in government

departmental

training

gave occasional lectures
thesa would only need short

weekend seminars in communications c'cills.

Training in Special Areas;: '
A point was made

. , t

that in considering the training

methods to be used special techniquss were needed in
training government officers

in sensitive areas,

as involved changes in attitudes-

such

■ri"). V-..-.'.AS'.-l:.«J,

#

Documenting the Project:
It was pointed out .th^t: 3,11 seeking external support,
the proposed programmes must be fully documented and all
relevant data supplied,

Item (4)

A general discussion of the draft trainers1

training

programme prepared by the ECA then followed.

It was

suggested that the following topics should be included
in the programme:
- analysis of

training needs;

- choice of teaching materials;
- course administration.

Item. (4)(a)

It was suggested that t"he following subjects were not
included and where they were

they were not adequately

covered:

- psychology,

methodology;

- assessment of improvement achieved by trainees attending
courses,

testing methods;

- student assessment of relevance of material,

followed

by discussion;

- self preparation^

Item

The meeting stated that the objectives for the

courses

had not been included in the

Another

draft programme*

point not included was how suitable students would be

selected*
Item (4)(c)

It was suggested that the course was limited in ecope,
that it did not reflect the needs of supervisors and

that it should include more technical aspects.

/
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Item (4)(d)

Four weeks were considered suitable and convenient
for training institutions, as the best time for

'

conducting courses would be during the vacations.

The

location would be determined hy the facilities available.

Item (4).(e)

It was suggested, that the discussion method should be
emphasized more than lecturing, although it was noted

that better lecturing methods should be taught.
should be exposod.

Trainees

to all techniques available, but they

should be instructed in method selection, as the
technique used should depend on the objective to be

achieved.

The course trainers should use methods which

the students were likely to use in the work situation.

Item (4)(f)

The secretariat suggested that there should be a
discussion of the costs involved in running the proposed
trainers' workshops and the sub-regional centres when
fiiey were started.

As regards the training courses,

it would be useful to know what part of the costs,
such as host facilities, passages or per diem governments
would be willing to bear.

On the other hand, when the

centres were* created, whi. would take over the cost of
running and maintaining them on the withdrawal of
■-■■

technical assistance and under what terms would the

host government accept external trainees?

The Director of the Zambia National Institute of

Public Administration revealed that he had obtained the^
authority of the 2,ambian Government to offer host

facilities for the first trainers' workshop.

The

participant would be offered free board and lodging

for the duration of the course but no_t out-of-pocket
expenses or the necessary travel funds.

Other facilities

such as administrative services, secretariat services, the
use of existing audio-visual aids equipment, etc., would

■ ■.,1:ia'J4-".'K'^'"ii'ii.,>-""'';i'

*-.

?v.-*?-?-'

'c.;: ■ ■■

i..

■",■■-

■.■■■'■

.■;

.,'.■•;■

'-'

...

--

--.■-.

■■

. ■

■ ,.i

■',■.■

v.'..

-
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be made available.
the assistance of

The

Institute would also obtain

training experts available locally.

The meeting .noted anci. approved this generous
offer and expressed the ftope
might offer,

that other governments

similar free, accommodation to participants

when training courses-^ook place ;in their own institutions.
In this

way the meagre

resources, available

would be used

for a larger number of courses..

A Latin American example of
credit to

the practice of giving

countries for special offers was quoted*

Recourse Personnel:
The meeting then considered the recourse personnel
that might be available, on request,

to support the

training workshop.

Zambia s

two specialists

Tanzania:

one or two

USAIJ:

Two

specialists

technicians might be made available

according to need,

but

and preparation of

training materials

visual aids,

the fields of production
and audio

correspondence courses and programmed

learning were

specifically mentioned*

University of Manchester

s

An expert in the field of

methodology in public administration training
might be made available.

IIP

:Would consider a request for experts

in the

methodologies used in vocational training as well
as

supervisory and management;training.

Ujf-ESCQ:. Specialists existed in the field of educational
■

.

psychology,

educational

educational methods.

technblogy,

and in new

l f.j±
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CAFRAD:

Could provide an expert in the fields of

research and publishing and documentation.

The Ford Foundation
the
or

;

might be requested to underwrite

costs of bringing an expert
consider making available

to

one

the

of

the

course,
training

specialists in the field.
ECA;

would make available funds for up to
specialist

item (4)(i)

three

trainers.

Under follow-up action the following points were madei
a)

there would be noed to evaluate the effectiveness
of

the first

course before

preparing the next one.

It was particularly important to
the

participants had transferred the

learned

b)

find out how

to

techniques

their working situations;

the location for the next course would have to be
determined;

c)

additional personnel might be needed for setting up
the programme on a long-term basis;

d)

ECA would work on developing an interest in the
project in the other

e)

it was agreed to bring forward-the seminar for
directors*

to

The Kenya Government was keen

co-operate

expected to

Item (5)-

sub-regions;

in this connexion.

initiate

The ECA was

the necessary follow—up action.

Sub-regional Training Centres:
The ECA secretariat outlined the objectives and the
scope of

the proposed training centres.

It was hoped

Page

that such training centres would,

among other things,

fulfil the following functions:

- continuing programmes for training various categories of
trainers;

- preparing and developing training materials for
distribution among training institutes;
- conducting research in the field of human resources
development and organizing related courses as
necessary.

'

The centres would be organized on a permanent basis*
It was felt that some coordination of the work of the
centres would be necessary.
centres would have

to

The organization of the

be flexible

so

as

to

accommodate

training activities to meet the needs of the
as

sub-regions,

they arose*

The example was quoted of training institutions in
South -America,

which had different programmes,

but

co-ordinated their activities so that they complemented
one

another*
After further discussion the meeting decided that

as the setting up of the proposed centres would require
a great deal of detailed planning which would have to be
studied for approval by governments,
stage

the first

should be a feasibility study as proposed ;n the

ECU Aide-Memoire.

The meeting therefore endorsed the

idea.of the centres in principle,

and requested the

:ECA to go ahead with the feasibility study as soon as
possible so
Directors1

that the findings might be presented to
Seminar to be held in 1970*

the.
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Item (6)

In view of the agreement not to discuss the
question of sub-regional centres further until a

feasibility study had been conducted, it was proposed
that the following changes in the Agenda should be
made and they were adopted accordingly:4th Session

1500 -1800

■

;

(6) Working Group I -.Trainers Course
Programme

-

■■

*

Working Group II - Directors'
Seminar
Wednesday,
September 17

(7) Reports of Working Groups
I and II

5th Session
9.15 -

6th Session

(8) Demonstrations of training film

1500 - 1800

strips and of new training

Thursday,
September 18

FREE

techniques

9.15 7th Session
1500 - 1800

(9) Final Plenary and adoption of report
and recommendations

The afternoon of September 16 and the early part of
the morning of September 17 were spent in Group
discussions as outlined above.

Item (7)

Reports of Working Groups

GROUP I l TRAINERS1

OOURSE PROGRAMS

The objective of the Course

The Group noted that generally speaking persons recruited to train
employees in the public service* in Africa were normally persons who had
demonstrated.their ability to perform particular functions.

Such persons

needed to be given some assistance to have a smooth transition from being
Operators to being instructors.

The major objective of the course, therefore, was i To provide such a
person with training skills and knowledge and .-jievelop his capability to
improve his performance as a trainer.

The question then was what should a good trainer be able to do?
fie should be able

:

(a)

to plan, and develop his subject-matter;

(b)

to understand the learning processj

(c)

to select appropriate methods and techniques required for

*■

■

optimum learning;

(d)

to communicate;

(e)

to prepare teaching materials;

(f)

to build evaluation into the course as a continuing process;

(g)

to relate instruction to work performance requirements;

(h)

to work as a team member;

(i)

to lead discussions;

(j)

to maintain an awareness of innovations in training methods and
techniques.
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The draft course programme was examined to find out whether it made

provision for training the participants to acquire the ability to do the ten
things mentioned above.

It became apparent that no provision had been mad®

to train the participants to acquire the ability:

(a)

to relate instruction to work performance requirements?

(b)

to plan and develop their subject matter;

(c)

to maintain an awareness of innovations and new developments in
training techniques.

,

The following suggestions were, therefore, made i (see details in
Annex III).
(a)

Provision should be made for a lecture to be given on the

morning of Tuesday, (1st week), after "Training : a manpower
policy", on relating instruction to work performance requirements

(b)

that a lecture be given on Friday morning (1st week), after
the "Learning Process", on "A,survey of various training methods
and techniques".

It was further suggested that

{a)

:

the tupic of the ^After-Dinner Talk in the evening of Thursday
(1st week) be amended to read "The importance of Language
Training and reading improvement"5

(b)

the topic "The Role of the Training man" be amended to read

"The role of the Training man in the organization11 and
that whoever was treating the subject should emphasize the
trainer's position within a team;

(c)

the topic "designing a training course" which appeared on the

time table of Thursday (4th week) be amended to read
"Designing and developing a subject-matter".
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(d)

the "visit to a curriculum development centre" be changed to a
lecture on "curriculum development";

(e)

the talk a'nd discussion on "evaluation and, training costs",
appearing on the time-table for Friday (4th week) should be
amended to read "Evaluation as a continuous process and training
costs".

After

these

amendments the

to the main areas was adequate.

group felt

that the relative emphasis given

The group also felt that the sequence, of

the subjects was in the right order,

except that it felt that the

"The role of the Training man in the organization"

should be

subject

taken immediately

after the subject "The Training need defined".

Recourse Personnel

personnel.

:

The

Group then discussed the question of recourse

The requirements for the

course would be as follows;

1 Director from the ECA
%

Co-Director from the

host country

1

Course Administrator from the host

country

1 Specialist in the theory of learning (UNESCO would be approached

for such a specialist)
2 Specialists from USAID

:

a re3.cmr<*e man,

and a specialist in the

preparation of teaching materials and teaching manuals

1 Specialist in methodologies used in the fields of vocational,
supervisory and management training would be requested from IIX).
1 Specialist from the host

country to handle the case method.

Accommodation would be reserved for the Specialists

in a hotel in

Lusaka, but alternative accommodation would be available at the host

Institute,
1/National

^
Institute of Public Administration
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The host country would also provide suitable speakers for odd

subjects, e.g. personnel policies (from the private sector), manpower
planning and development (from central establishment offices).

focation. !

It was agreed that the first course should be held in Zambia

(NIPA), starting on January 8, 1970.. The Director would arrive in Lusaka

by 2 January and experts staying for the duration of the course by
4 ':. January.

Resource Materials;

The ECA would endeavour to secure assistance towards

the supply of handbooks on training..

to a'training handbook.

NIPA would collect as much local and E^sV'.African

training material as possible.
experts before hand.

The AID would also contribute

This might be distributed to relevant

NIPA would also collect lists of suitable library

material and would make a start towards stocking such material in preparation
for the course.

UNESCO would be requested to provide a suitable book on

principles of educational psychology.

Participants;

Acuommodation would be reserved for 24 participants who

would be distributed as follows:

3 from Swaziland, Lesotho and Botswana
4 from Zambia
2 from Malawi

2 from Mauritius
2 from Tanzania

2 from Uganda
2- from Kenya

2 from Somalia
;

2 from Ethiopia
21

The other three would be distributed according to need and suitability.
Invitations would be sent out soon after the workshop.

■»-',
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r

CostBSr NIPA would provide fr-ee board and lodging and facilities mentioned
above-.

...

,

.■-■*■■'

''.-■■-■■''.::-"

■■■--.■

.-■-.'■*

'

•

*'■

■

' •

.

: ■ '

Participating African countries would pay passages for their
participants.

The ECA would provide funds for out-of-pocket expenses for participants
and for the passages and per diem of the ECA Course Director and the
ECA appointed Consultants*

Participating agencies would have to cover travel expenses and
per diem for their experts,

Recommended Programme t
programme

are

.

■.

-

.-,

Details of the recommended trainers'

contained in Annex III.

GB3UP II : PIR^CTOHS1

.

.

.

■■•;,:,;,.

course
.

.-:*

SEMINAR Og MODERN TRAINING METH3DS

AND PSOGRAMH4ES

1.

In issuing Invitations to attend the Directors'

Seminar, it would

be made clear that the subject-matter is intended for Directors and
Deputy Directors of institutes of public administration and for senior

civil servants with responsibilities for policy-making and direction of
training activities in their respective Governments by virtue of their
positions in Establishment Branches,
2.

etc*

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the seminar would be to further the appreciation
and understanding of modern training methods and techniques in those

responsible for the overall direction of national training programmes,
3*

DURATION OF SEMINAR

Two weeks,

(it was recommended,

that, the seminar should las.t 10 to 14

days but certainly not more than two weeks),

;,

...>.'. ,<"
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4«

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS

Approximately 30.

2 per country.

■

Invitations should be on the basis of upto

It would be specified, however, that where a country was

sending 2 participants, at least one of these should be a senior civil
servant from the Establishment Branch-

No country should send two training

Directors.

5*

OTUK

OF SEMINAR

.

NAIEOBI (KENYA) or KAMPALA (UGANDA)

-:;

:

It was noted, however, that in the event of ECA being able to organize
a bilingual seminar, it should be borne in mind that Kampala has no
facilities for simultaneous translation-

6.

LANQPAGE

English/French.

It was agreed that there were many advantages to be

derived from a bilingual seminar,

and it was recommended that provided

the host country had facilities for simultaneous translation ECA should
investigate the feasibility of arranging such a seminar.
7*

FINANCING

.

■

The committee recommended that in order to attract reasonable

attendance in the seminar, ECA should consider meeting transportation charges,
ECA undertook to sound the views of the co-sponsors of the Workshop

(Ford Foundation) on the feasibility of their underwriting the cost of
air'fares,

'

Participating countries would contribute the normal official

daily allowance as approved by each country in order to cover board and
lodging for the participants.
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The method to be used would be that which secured the fullest
participation of the participants themselves. There would be working
papers submitted in advance of the seminar by participants.

Participants

would be given the choice of subjects on which they wished to prepare a
working paper.
p.

DATES

Subject to enquiries to be made by ECA, it was suggested that the
seminar should be held preferably during the months of July/August I97O

because of conference commitments requiring the attendance.of many.Directors.

FBQFOSED OUTLINE SYLLaBTIS

.Item

Subject

1(a)

Registration and Opening Address.

^

2(»)

-

; . /..

Statement of detailed objectives of the seminar.

Training as applied for the purposes of manpower development in
nation building.

'^

Training as an executive responsibility.

(o)

The role of training officials; the training administrator,
the Director of a training institute, the Director of Studies,
the Course Officer.

3(a)

Determining training needs, priorities and programmes in
relation to assessed manpower requirements.

00

The place of the training activities of technical departments
in the national training plan.

(c)

The need for providing professional and technical officers
with training in administrative skills.

■(-•*"■=» ■-

■-■■■3T

E/CN.14/WP.6/29"
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Recruitment,

19

development and utilisation of training staff

(national and non-national).
Types and levels of Training (on-the-job and off-the-job).
Training Methods and Techniques - their use, effectiveness,
costs

(c)
6

and drawbacks.

Human relations in the teaching/learning situation.

:■

The organization, preparation, production, adaptation and
revision of

7

■

course

materials.

Techniques of supervision of group and individual assignments*

8

Techniques for evaluating training programmes.

7

Research needs in; the development of training programmes.

!•

' :

Co-operation

betwedri training institutes : sharing of

facilities, research,

documentation, publications

(including

training materials).

I*

The place of consultancy and advisory services within a
training institution.

12

The public relations of training institutions.

*3

Closing session and evaluation of seminar effectiveness and
recommendations for future action..

Each report of the Discussion Groups was followed by a brief
discussion of some of the recommendations made.
agreement on most issues.

There was a general

The question of how many participants should

attend the Directors meeting was raised.

It was agreed that there should

be 30 participants, including both directors of training institutions and
-beads-of personnel establishments of governments.

A few selected directors

of training programmes in industry might be invited to represent the
private sector.

Invitations would indicate that the first 30 candidates

would be accepted for the seminar.

If there were enough candidates left out

consideration would be given to the possibility of mounting a second
directors'

seminar.

"4

"

'■

t

I ten ?

Final Plenary

During the final plenary the Working Group adopted the

draft; Summary of Proceedings and the report of the, Working
Groups and requested the ECA Secretariat to go ahead
Vith the implementation of the recommendations contained
therein.

The Chairman, on behalf of the Workshop, expressed
appreciation to the Ford Foundation for making available

funds which-made the Workshop possible.

He also thanked the

Zambian Government for the offer of host facilities wfiich
would enable the first course to be held in Lusaka in

January 1970.

He was pleased to note the interest shown

ty the ECA and the action it:took so far, and was

grateful for the co-operation shown and assistance

'*

promised by the USAID, IIO, UNESCO, TJL-M3D and CAFEAD.

The ECA Secretariat, in response, was pleased to have
had the participants at ECA, and was impressed by the
contributions, made in the designing of the programme,
which now belonged to the participating countries,

EOA's gratitude was expressed to the consultants, and
to the agencies-which co-operated to make the workshop
possible and expressed the hope that they would continue
the collaboration in implementing the project.
The

Vice-Cnairraan," on behalf of

expressed his

gratitude

the

of ■ the

countries

design

meet

of

the

the

for

the

which made

expressed needs of

specialists,

opportunity offered

sub-region- i^o

project,

the

participate

sure.* that

to

in the

it would

the participating countries.

The Chairman, thanking everyone' for- taeir co-operation,,
closed the Workshop at

4.30 p.m. on 18 September,
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(Ad hoc Working Group of Training Specialists)
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Monday^

Septem'ber lr5'

1st Session

Address!

(2)

(a)

9.15-13.00

:

the purpose and task of the,-meeting*

Appointment of Chairman^1 Vice-Chairman,
and Rapporteur.

(b)

(3)

Adoption of the Agenda.

The Need for tbfj Training-of--Gainers ' t
(a)

Report on the responses to the EpA'
questionnaireo

(b)

Discussion of the report on the need for
training trainers*

2nd Session

15.00 - 18.00

(4)

"'

■''

':■.

Training Programme for Trainers : A general
discussion of

the_draft- Programme prepared by

ECA,

with special reference

to

:

(a)

training needs and scope of programme?

(b.)

objective and designrpf the. programmes

(c)

programme content;

(d)

dur.'-.tior

(e)

methods of training;

(f)

operational details and financing;

(g)

recourse personnel?

(h)

co-operating organizations;

(i)

follow-up action.

t:V?r.g; i^ni location:

•,*>■■
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Tuesday, September 16t

(4)

, Programme for Trainers

3rd Session

9.15 - 13,00

continued. - General discussion on Training

.

.

(5)

.Sub-regional Training Centres*

(i)

General observations on the Aide Memoire*

(ii)

Detailed discussions on objectives,
scope,

4th Session

(6)

etc.

Technical Working "Group I r-.. Trainers.1 -Course
Programme

15,00 --18.00

■■

■

*•■

Technical Working Group II'-'-Directors' Seminar

Wednesday. September 17 i(7)

Reports of Working Groups I and II, and

5th Session

discussion of reports.

■9.15 - 13.00

6th Session

(8)

Demonstration of training film strips and of
new training techniques.

15.00 - 18.00

FREE

Thursday^ September I8t
9.15 - 13.00

7th Session

is 0? - 18,00

(9)

Final Plenary to adopt draft report and
recommendations.
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PREPARATORY TRAINERS' |JORKSH)P ON IQJSRg TRAINING METHODS
-

.

AUD TEACHING AIDS

Group of Training Specialists')

Addis Ababa, 15-18 September 1?6?

Opening Address b,v Mr, J, Riby-Williams, Director. Human Hfl3oi
Development Division^ on hfthaif nr ±h* ^^^ *rrr^

.Economic Commission for Africa.

of

Before I declare this Workshop open for business, I should like

to take this opportunity of welcoming all of you - Training Specialists,
Consultants and Representatives of the United Nations and of other
accredited international agencies - to Addis Ababa and to the
Headquarters of the Economic Commission for Africa,

I know what busy people all of you are;

and my colleagues

and I consider it a measure of how important you consider this meeting
that you have agreed to get away from your duties, for a whole woek,
in order to attend this meeting,

I have no doubt that most of you are well acquainted with the
intricate working systems of meetings of this nature, arranged by the

United Nations.

Often, they go by such varied designations as Confersnces,

Seminars, Symposia, Expert Groups, Workshops or Round Table.

I have once had the experience of being told at such a meeting,

held outside Africa, that when officials of the United Nations think that
they know the problem, as well as all the answers and their alternatives and have also succeeded in preparing all the working papers which would
lead participants to the type of decisions and recommendations which
they expect - they proceed to characterize the meetings as, Conferences
or Seminars; and the people they invite are styled participants.
But when these officials of the United Nations require some advice or
some-direction as to both the definition of the problem and how.to
proceed with solving it, they ingeniously designate-the meetings

Expert Groups or Workshops and proceed to style the participants as
Exports - thereby giving the impression that it is the participants

E/CN. U/WP.6/29
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themselves who will be expected.to roll up their sleeves, unravel
the problem, construct the business programme and. then go back home
to

implement ,it.

Gentlemen, I am afraid to own up that this is precisely the

situation, with the convening of this Work Group.

The Aide-Memoire

which has been prepared, far this Preparatory" WorKifop - and'wliich: J have
no doubt that you have all had the opportunity to study - defines in
some detail the origins of the project which you have been invited to

assist us to formulate.

From

various sources of our legislative organs,

an Africa regional project for advancing the levels and expertise of

trainers and of administrators of training programmes has been
requested.

The representatives of the African member States who serve

on the ECA Working Party on Manpower and Training have requested that
a scheme should be designed for the training of administrators of national
training programmes.

The Conference of African Planners, at its

1968 session, drew the attention of the ECA to the dearth of trained
personnel in Africa, for theoretical tasks of planning, plan

implementation and management and for development in general;

and it

requested that the solution of this pr6blem must be accorded a high

priority in the curricula of universities and other training institutions,
existing on national, sub-regional and regional levels.

The Second Regional Conference on Urgent Administrative Problems
of African Governments, which took place here in Adiis Ababa, about ' .

10 months ago, requested the ECA to give urgent consideration to the means
by which further assistance could be given to natiunal, regional and
sub-regional training programmes - by helping with training materials
and by developing schemes for the training of trainers.

This particular

need was very strongly emphasized by the meeting of Heads of Schools

and Institutes of Public Administration, which was held at OaFRAD
last December.

-"
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All these various expressions of the urgent need were brought

into focus and direction by this year*s session of the Economic Commission
for Africa, which gave us a mandate to initiate a' feasibility study on the
establishment of regional and sub-regional centres for teaching material
,
and human resources research? and, in collaboration with international
agencies concerned as well as with the African Governments themselves, to
take appropriate action for the establishment and promotion of such centres.
We would not have been encouraged in the action which we have taken
so soon after the mandate given to us by the Commission, but for the fact

of the excellent response which we have received to our enquiries from
training institutions all over Africa, and the active interest which
Foundations and various other Agencies have siiown in this project. What
is envisaged is that these centres, when established, would engage in the
development of indigenous training materials and human resources research,
and would assume responsibility for training trainers on a regular basis,
I have given some stress to indigenous training mate-rial* because, ever
so often, the great dearth in teaching ails which are, related to our

particular culture has forced trainers and administrators of training
programmes to resort to a prescription of foreign text books and audiovisual

aids which they and the trainees both find rather difficult to use, as the
foundation for local African practice, and which may in some cases not be
quite applicable to the local situations,.

And so, let me come to our expectations of this Expert Work Group.

The objectives of this meeting are to give you an opportunity to
study in greater detail the nature and extent of the training need, and to
work out practical ways by which this need can be met most effectively. "

You will also have the opportunity Of studying the content and the form of
the proposed project of workshops, so that the final programme can be,one'

that has had the benefit of your specialist thuughts and-skills, and its
design^one that will meet your needs as far as possible. Finally, w©
hope that you can reach a measure of agreement on the details of the
total project.

.

„

'
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As I have already pointed out, the ECA has taken the initiative in
convening this meeting*

We hope, however, that the proposed project will

be considered, right from the beginning, as a corporate effort involving
also the member countries which you represent - and more particularly
the training institutions within those countries, training specialists
like yourselves and those not present with us to lay, the United Nations
agencies, i.e. the IIO and the UNfiSCO, and others which may be interested,
other agencies and foundations, e.g. the Ford Foundation, the OECD, the
USAIJ) and the UK Ministry of Overseas Development.

In this connection I should like to express our special gratitude
to the Ford Foundation, who, through a generous grant, has made the
convening of this Working Group of Training Specialists possible.

With co-operatipn, there will also be need for co-ordination, in
order to avoid duplication and waste of scarce resources, and to enable

all those working in the field of training trainers complement rather.than
compete with each other.

We are aware, for example, of the work of the

Royal Institute of Public Administration in the training of trainers, in
the field of Public Administration, and the interest that the University
of Manchester has expressed in the same field.

And we are also aware,:

of the plans that CAFRAD has for next year, in this same direction.
uope that your

I

discussions will bring out the manner in which-itfee

desired co-ordination can best be attained.

Finally, I trust that in your deliberations, you will go into the
details of the actual operations, such as the duration, timing and

location of the various workshops, recourse personnel, financing,and
follow-up action.

I might mention, at this point, that the resources

available within the ECA will make it possible to run only two workshops
a year, and even then, only with recourse personnel support from training

institutions and donor agencies.

I have every hope that such support

■ will be forthcoming, so that this important and urgent programme can
be instituted withuut 3«lay«

With these few words, I should like to wish you all a very
fruitful week, and a most pleasant stay at Addis Ababa.

".
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Objectives
/Briefing

.

Requirements

'.

Relating Training to
Work Performance

The Training freed
Defined

Lecture and Discussion

Opening
Address

Specialists' meetings

directors' and

Directors-1 and
Specialists' meetings

Specialists' meetings

Directors1 and

8.30-10.30 aomo

■-
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Training Man in
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Policy

_

Training - A
Personnel

-
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■

sibility for Training

"The Manager's Respon
in Training"

Ifee of the Lecture

After-dinner talk

Informal Opening
Dinner, Introductions,
etc.
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Study of Handout
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Communication

Films

Registration
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Participants'

Exercises

»
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-

training methods

Revised -Course Programme--

1O.45-12.45 P.m.
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Practicals (contfd)

Practicals (oont'd)

Analyses

Participants and

Lectures by

Practiaa2_s

A .■ urvey .of ;
Trainirj/r Methods

Learning Pi-ocess

The Teaching™

Process

te Teaching-
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Heview of
Week's work
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Lecture
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Study of Handout
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Handout"

"The Use of the
Question"

Study of Handout

Preparing a

of the'Black"board

Private Exercises

and Rea-ding Improvemeut

The Importance of

After-dinner Talk

8.00-9*30 p.m.

L'otes on the use

._.

5.OO-60OO p.m.

preparation for the following week.

Study of materials fcase studies, etc.) handed out in

Practicals

Preparing a

2.15-4-15 P-nu

Preparing a

Deaonstra't'ign

10-45-12*45

exercise

Practioals
Discussion-

"The Interview"

Preparation £or
Practicals

leading Exerciges

Discussion-

Practicals

leading exercises

Discussion-
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lole Playing
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Study
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■
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Study of Handout
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Organized

-^*
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Analysis

Lecture and Discussion
Study of Handout
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(fRole Playing
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Techniques"
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Study of Handout
-"The Case Study"
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The incident

Demonstration
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Process
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Audio- visual
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Practicals
Case studies
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Case studies
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visual aids
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Preparing Audio

Audio-visual
Aids Techniques

2.15-4.15 P.

(to be continued all weekend as necessary)

After-dinner Talk
Supervisory Training

M
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the T-Croup,

Participants Leave

Continuous Process

Talk and Discussion

Evaluation as a

Talk and Discussion
Designing and
Developing a
Subject Matter

Learning,
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Evaluation
Techniques
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Materials
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Talk and Discussion
Curriculum Development
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Evaluation
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Course Review
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Research and

Talk and Discuss Talk and Dis<ussica

etc.

and new developments e.g6 Programmed
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Produced Material —
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Closing Dinner
and Speech

After-dinner Talk
Radio and Television

Management Training
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LIST OP PARTICIPANTS

Country

Ethiopia

Name

Address '.....

Title

Mr* Kassaye Adam

Training Officer

Institute of Public
Administration
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

Kenya

Mr.

Stanley Nyagah

Director of Studies

Kenya Institute of
Administration
P.O.Box 23030
Lower Kabete
Kenya

Tanzania

Mr. Joseph T. lukaga

Chief Instruotdr,

Civil Service Training
v

Centre

P.O.Box 295^
Ear-es-S&laaa

Tanzania

Mr.

Verankira N.

Swai

Acting Principal

Civil Service Training

Centre

* ■

P.O.Box 2574
Dar-es-Salaau
Tanzania

Uganda

■Mr.Terence R.

Tpung

Lecturer in Accoun
tancy and Visual
Aids Advisor

Uganda Institute of
Public Administration

P.O.Box 20131
Kampala

Uganda

Mr.

Eleazor D. Kagoro

Lecturer

Uganda Institute of

Public Administration
P.O.Box 20131
Kampala
Uganda

Zambia

Mr*

Nicholas J.

Kalinda

Directorate of Civil
Service Training

P.O.Box HW 340
Lusaka
Zambia
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Country
Zambia

Name

Address

Title

Mr. Ian Maokinaon

Principal

N.T.PfA.

P.O.Box 1990
Lusaka

Zambia

CONSULTANTS

Ghana

Deputy

Mr. James N'ti

Director

G.I.M.P.A.
■P.O*Box 50
Achimota
Ghana

Nigeria

Dr.

Adebayo Adedeji

Director

Institute ©f Adminis
tration

F.H.B. 5246
Ibadan
Nigeria

United Arab Mr. Ibrahim Ali El
Republic

Director

Borollosy

Institute of Public
Adminis tratxon
Cairo

UAH

114

Mr. P.A.L. Chukwumah

Senior Regional
Officer

International Labour

Organization (ll£)

P.O.Box 2788
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

Mr. Hermann G.

Steffen Regional Adviser
Vocational Training

International Labour

Organization ()

P.O.Box 2788
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

UNESCO

Mr*

Le Xuan

UNESCO.Expert

UNESCO

P.O.Box 4320

Abidjan'
Ivory Coast

UNESCO/

CAFHAD)

Mr* Jf H.

Gilmer

Acting Director

CAFRAD
Tangier
Morocco
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Name
ECA

Secretariat

Mr.

Title

S.

I. Edokpayi

Head

Address

Manpower and Training
Section
ECA

P.O.Box 3001
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia
Mr,

J.

Chief

Training Unit
Manpower and Training
Section
ECA

P.O.Box 3001
Addis Ababa
Ethiopia

